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Abstract

This research note asks whether states issuing pandemic-era human rights treaty

derogations implemented emergency provisions as intended or used them to

abuse human rights during a time of crisis. In an effort to combat the COVID-19

pandemic, many countries declared states of emergency and derogated (tem-

porarily suspended) from their international human rights treaty obligations.

Using data from the Varieties of Democracy PanDem dataset and the Oxford

COVID-19 Government Response Tracker, we find that states that derogated

from their international human rights obligations imposed emergency measures

that were temporary and did not violate non-derogable rights. On the other

hand, states that did not derogate were more likely impose discriminatory mea-

sures, enact emergency measures without time limits and violate non-derogable

rights. Our results support the role that flexibility mechanisms such as deroga-

tions play in international law and show that states are being sincere about their

intentions and not, generally, using these mechanisms to cover abusive behavior.

Keywords—human rights, treaty derogations, COVID-19, emergency policies
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Pandemic Pass? Treaty Derogations and Human Rights Practices During COVID-19:
(Research note)

Did states misuse international emergency provisions during the COVID-19 crisis to

justify human rights abuse or did they follow international law? Responding to the pandemic

required extraordinary public health measures. Many governments restricted freedom of move-

ment, association, and assembly, raising questions about states’ commitments to international

human rights law. Some human rights treaties recognize states’ ability to use emergency mea-

sures during crises, and contain “escape clauses” that safeguard the permanent erosion of

human rights during and following emergencies. The temporary suspension of state compli-

ance from international treaties occurs through a legal action called derogation. However, the

potential abuse of emergency measures during derogations raises concerns about their impact

on human rights. Under emergency decrees, states often impose restrictions that are tempo-

rary in theory but difficult to roll back or contain in practice (Stasavage 2020; Lührmann and

Rooney 2021). Did states use pandemic-era derogations how they were intended or were they

used as a “pandemic pass” to justify violating human rights?

This research note explores state derogations and human rights behavior during the

pandemic. Given recent medical advancements such as the distribution of vaccines globally and

declining concern about COVID-19 severity, on May 5, 2023, the World Health Organization

declared an end to the global health emergency. Many countries followed suit—the Biden

administration, for instance, announced the end of United States’ emergency measures on May

11, 2023. We now assess important descriptive and analytical questions about states’ respect for

international law and human rights during this emergency. This research note examines what

derogating meant for compliance with international law during the pandemic.
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Using data from the Varieties of Democracy PanDem dataset, the Oxford COVID-19

Government Response Tracker, and United Nations treaty derogation data, we ask: What is the

impact of international legal emergency provisions on human rights? How did derogating and

non-derogating states vary in their implementation of emergency measures and human rights

practices? We find that states that derogated and specified time limits to these emergency pro-

visions generally stuck to the time limits and adhered to standards required during derogation

by avoiding discriminatory policies and not violating non-derogable rights (the right to life,

freedom from torture, and freedom from slavery). States that did not derogate from their inter-

national legal obligations and still imposed emergency measures were more likely to implement

discriminatory policies, violate non-derogable rights, and have emergency measures without

time limits.

This research note makes two contributions. First, it expands our understanding of com-

pliance with flexibility mechanisms and derogations. While there is a significant literature on

compliance with international law, especially human rights treaties (e.g. Simmons 2009; Cole

2012; Nielsen and Simmons 2015; Zvobgo, Sandholtz, and Mulesky 2020; Comstock 2021), and

the flexibility tools such as reservations, understandings, and declarations (RUDs) that states

invoke when they join or withdraw from such treaties (Neumayer 2007; Helfer 2005), we know

little about states’ compliance with flexibility mechanisms such as derogations. We explore how

the potential decline in overall treaty compliance may actually be a good indication that states

are using treaty design, and derogation option, as intended.

The pandemic further provides unique insight into derogation behavior because numer-

ous states derogated under the same global conditions of a public health emergency, rather

than domestic conflict or natural disaster, typical of treaty derogations, making it easier to com-
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pare state behavior during these derogations cross nationally. In making this comparison, this

research note makes an important descriptive contribution showing how the implementation of

policy measures differed across derogating and non-derogating states during the pandemic.

Second, this study contributes to the study of the relationship between international law

and strategic repression by examining derogation behavior during a potentially tempting time

for states to misuse them to increase repression and power during a time of global crisis. Pre-

vious derogation studies examine their use broadly, not during a defined global crisis. There is

a robust literature on compliance with international law and how it can lead to improvements

in domestic human rights conditions (Neumayer 2005; Simmons 2009; Merry 2009; Hillebrecht

2014; Conrad and Ritter 2019). While derogations are intended to make sure government re-

sponses are temporary, proportional and non-discriminatory, some legal scholars warn of the

possibility that treaty actions removing legal obligations may actually contribute to more viola-

tions and abuse (e.g. Lebret 2020; Helfer 2021). Our findings are informative for international

law, human rights, and repression. We find that derogating states during the pandemic did not

increase abuse and violations. This supports the idea that states are being sincere about their

intentions to comply with international law and not, generally, using actions like derogation

to cover abusive behavior. This is an important finding for treaty design, including flexibility

mechanisms, and the relationship between exploitation of international law to cover abuse.

Below, we first explore the purpose of derogations in international law, and then specifi-

cally during the pandemic. We focus on derogations to the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights (ICCPR)—arguably the most significant and extensive treaty in the international

human rights regime. We then introduce our expectations regarding how formally derogating

from the treaty (or not) may impact a state’s human rights practices during the pandemic. We
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conclude with the implications of our research note for the study of international law during

times of crises.

Derogations and international law

Derogations in international law authorize states to temporarily suspend their treaty

commitments, providing them with flexibility to respond to crises (Hafner-Burton, Helfer, and

Fariss 2011). Times of crises can include wars, natural disasters, internal political unrest such

as terrorism, and public health emergencies. When states derogate from their international

legal obligations, it provides vital information to both international and domestic monitoring

bodies, interest groups, and advocates about which rights are suspended, for how long, and

the reasoning behind these suspensions. This information allows these actors—at least in

principle—to challenge measures that are excessive, vague, or outlast the intended time frame

of their implementation (Helfer 2021).

Many legal assessments of derogations find importance in their use (Richardson and

Devine 2020), with some arguing that, “When a state does not bother with derogation pro-

visions in times of emergencies where human rights are suspended, then it is a situation of

unbridled state power” (Burchill 2005, 97). An abuse of state power can also potentially lead

to the violation of non-derogable rights or rights whose protections cannot be affected by the

declaration of a de jure emergency (Greene 2020, 36). Research supports this notion—there is

no meaningful variation in states’ respect for derogable or non-derogable rights during offi-

cially declared states of emergencies (Richards and Clay 2012; Neumayer 2013). Even states that

officially derogate from international treaties are more likely to violate physical integrity rights,

which are non-derogable rights (Neumayer 2013; Comstock 2019).
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These findings suggest that states may not discern the difference between derogable

vs. non-derogable rights during emergencies. Overall, there is a general expectation that follow-

ing derogations, we may observe some decline in respect for human rights. However, previous

studies have not explored the relationship between derogations and public health emergencies,

as most derogations to the ICCPR have been for conflict or natural disasters.

Derogations during COVID-19

What kinds of states are more likely to submit derogations in the first place? Existing

research focuses on the determinants of submitting derogations to the UN rather than the ef-

fects of these derogations. It finds that democracies are more likely to issue derogations and

other post-commitment actions such as reservations, understandings, and declarations (Sim-

mons 2009; Comstock 2019) and that most states facing an emergency do not issue derogations

(Hafner-Burton, Helfer, and Fariss 2011). The former is because democracies typically need

to convince domestic audiences of the legality and legitimacy of suspending rights during

emergencies. Scholars were split on expectations about COVID-era derogations. Lebret (2020)

argued that derogations were the best legal mechanism for states to notify the global commu-

nity of their inability to comply with human rights standards during the COVID-19 pandemic.

However, Richardson and Devine (2020) saw derogations as a less clear path for states during

COVID-19, describing the actions and human rights as a “tangled morass” (p. 106).

Between January 2020 and June 2021, 23 states issued 92 ICCPR derogations (see Fig-

ure 1 and Table 1). The average length of a derogation was 41 days. States across multiple

regions derogated, with notable concentration in South America, which has a robust history
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Derogations filed: 
1 5 10 15 20

Figure 1: Countries that derogated from the ICCPR in order to undertake pandemic-related
emergency measures

Table 1: Countries that derogated from the ICCPR in order to undertake pandemic-related
emergency measures

Country Derogations Country Derogations
Guatemala 18 Moldova 2
Peru 17 Romania 2
Ecuador 7 San Marino 2
Dominican Republic 6 Argentina 1
Paraguay 5 Estonia 1
El Salvador 5 Ethiopia 1
Armenia 4 Namibia 1
Chile 4 Palestinian Territories 1
Georgia 4 Senegal 1
Latvia 4 Togo 1
Colombia 2 Thailand 1
Kyrgyzstan 2
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of engaging with human rights law. Notably, Nordic states—which typically are very active in

human rights law engagement—did not issue any derogations during this period.

Derogations from the ICCPR

The ICCPR is a foundational human rights treaty with broad human rights coverage.

It is among a few human rights treaties that require states to report on the suspension or

derogation of civil and political rights only under specific situations of “public emergency

which threatens the life of the nation” (“International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights”

1976-03-23, 1976). The other treaties with this requirement include the European Convention

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the American Convention on

Human Rights. However, the ICCPR is the only one with global membership. As of 2023, 173

states are party to the ICCPR. This means that most of the UN’s 193 members had the ability to

submit derogations.

To derogate, governments must first officially declare a state of emergency (Article 4).

Derogations must fulfill three criteria: they should be temporary, proportional to the threat and

non-discriminatory. Seven rights cannot be suspended or are non-derogable: the right to life,

the prohibition of torture or cruel, inhumane punishment, the prohibition of slavery, the right

to recognition as a person before the law, and the protection of freedom of thought, conscience

and religion. However, several other ICCPR articles provide that public health needs can justify

limitations on or derogations from certain rights (Richardson and Devine 2020, 112): freedom of

movement (Article 12), freedom of expression (Article 19), and the rights to peaceful assembly

and freedom of association (Article 22).
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Recognizing that public health exigencies would require states to curb rights, the UN

Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner (OHCHR) stated that emergency measures

must meet specific criteria of legality, necessity, proportionality, and non-discrimination. How-

ever, not every country derogated—a number of countries implemented emergency measures

without formally derogating from the ICCPR. Over 100 countries issued emergency declara-

tions while fewer than 30 submitted derogations (International Center for Not-For-Profit Law

2021). Below, we theorize how derogations led to variation in the implementation of emergency

measures during the pandemic, and their impact on human rights.

The impact of derogations during COVID-19

Derogations and emergency policies

We expect that states that derogated with the intention to impose emergency policies

will follow through. Many argue that states ratify treaties with the expectation of reputa-

tional and other benefits (Hathaway 2007; Hafner-Burton, LeVeck, and Victor 2017). However,

derogations have no such public audience and are not signaling an increased commitment to

human rights. There is no clear or expected connection with foreign aid, trade, or other the-

orized ‘rewards’ for larger legal actions. Instead, derogations are a very specific legal action

that states voluntarily enter into after commitment has fully taken place. Given this, we expect

that derogating states took the legal action seriously and generally followed through with the

derogations they submitted.

Hypothesis 1a: If states issued COVID-19 derogations, then they will be more likely

to impose emergency policies that cancel public events, restrict gatherings, close

public transit, and restrict movement.
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Hypothesis 1b: If states did not issue COVID-19 derogations, then they will be less

likely to impose relevant emergency policies.

Derogations and human rights

If states determine that emergency measures are justified without regard for interna-

tional law, the processes for respecting rights during crises and restoring rights at the end of

the emergency may not be followed. Many states used the pandemic as an excuse to central-

ize authority. Governments engaged in discriminatory and abusive policy enforcement—they

imposed restrictions on travel or movement by minority or opposition groups. For instance,

in Australia, indigenous and migrant communities were disproportionately targeted in the en-

forcement of movement restrictions (Global Migration Lab 2021). In India, the police used a ban

on public gatherings as an excuse to get rid of a months-long sit-in protesting the country’s

new citizenship law seen as discriminatory towards Muslims (BBC 2020).

The pandemic also led to the violation of non-derogable rights in many states. For

instance, Greek officials intercepted and turned back boats filled with asylum-seekers and

summarily returned asylum-seekers at the land border with Turkey. In doing so, they violated

the non-derogable principle of non-refoulement—Article 7 of ICCPR prohibits people being sent

back to another state where they are in danger of ill-treatment or torture (Hathaway, Stevens,

and Lim 2020). Many other states changed rules of confinement affecting detainees, which also

potentially violated non-derogable rights. For instance, in March 2020, a French government

order extended the duration of pre-trial detention, raising the issue of prison overcrowding and

leading to inhumane and degrading treatment (Lebret 2020). Besides violating a non-derogable

right, this also raised questions regarding the proportionality of emergency measures.
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We expect that states that did not formally derogate and did not notify the ICCPR of

impending rights suspensions were less likely to take the criteria for derogations—necessity,

proportionality, non-discrimination and time delimited—seriously, and were therefore more

likely to violate these criteria.

Hypothesis 2a: If states formally derogate from international treaty provisions,

then they are less likely to use discriminatory policy measures during the pan-

demic.

Hypothesis 2b: If states formally derogate from international treaty provisions,

then they are less likely to violate non-derogable rights.

Hypothesis 2c: If states formally derogate from international treaty provisions,

then they are less likely to impose measures with no time limits.

Data and methods

We use global data to examine the relationship between treaty derogations, human

rights, and state actions during the pandemic—specifically, we use data on COVID-19 deroga-

tions, state actions, health trends, and civil society measures that we collected from several

different sources (see Table 2), including start and end dates of ICCPR derogations (United Na-

tions 2023), formal government responses from the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response

Tracker (Hale et al. 2021), indicators of the severity of government responses from the Varieties

of Democracy project (Coppedge et al. 2022; Edgell et al. 2020), and COVID case and death

counts from the World Health Organization’s COVID-19 dashboard (World Health Organization

2023). We include data from 139 countries during the first 15 months (or 69 weeks) of the pan-
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Table 2: Sources for outcomes and explanatory variables

Variable Description Frequency Source
Outcome variables

Emergency public health
measures

Binary indicator Weekly Oxford COVID-19
Government Response Tracker

Human rights and policy
outcomes

Ordered categories for the
severity of abuses

Quarterly Varieties of Democracy
PanDem

Primary explanatory variable

ICCPR derogation Binary indicator Weekly UN Treaty Collection

Secondary explanatory variables

New and cumulative COVID
deaths and cases

Counts Weekly World Health Organization

Past ICCPR derogation or
action

Binary indicator Weekly UN Treaty Collection

Rule of law index 0–1; higher values represent
greater respect for rule of law

Annual Varieties of Democracy

Civil liberties index 0–1; higher values represent
greater respect for civil
liberties

Annual Varieties of Democracy

Core civil society index 0–1; higher values represent
better environment for civil
society

Annual Varieties of Democracy

demic, from March 11, 2020 to June 30, 2021. While the Oxford Government Response Tracker

provides daily data on a variety of government actions, submitting formal treaty responses to

the ICCPR is less likely to be as immediate of an action as implementing domestic emergency

actions like stay-at-home orders. Accordingly, we collapse this daily data into weekly totals,

resulting in a panel with 9,591 country-week observations.

Outcome variables

We examine the relationship between derogations and policy and human rights out-

comes in two stages (see Table 3). First, to test whether derogations were associated with
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Table 3: Overview of outcomes and explanatory variables included in models

General question Outcomes
Main explanatory
variable Other explanatory variables

Derogations and
emergency
measures (H1)

Cancelling public events;
Gathering restrictions; Close
public transit; Restrictions on
internal movement; Limits on
international travel

ICCPR derogation
in effect

New and cumulative COVID
cases; New and cumulative
COVID deaths; Prior ICCPR
derogations and actions

Derogations and
human rights (H2)

Discriminatory policy;
Violations of non-derogable
rights; No time limit measures;
Abusive enforcement

ICCPR derogation
in effect

New and cumulative COVID
cases; New and cumulative
COVID deaths; Prior ICCPR
derogations and actions; Rule
of law index; Civil liberties
index; Core civil society index

emergency state responses, we look at the connection between ICCPR derogations and five

different emergency public health measures recorded by the Oxford COVID-19 Government

Response Tracker (Hale et al. 2021): (1) cancelling public events, (2) imposing restrictions on

gathering, (3) closing public transit, (4) restricting internal movement, and (5) limiting interna-

tional travel. Each of these outcomes is recorded as an ordered categorical variable, with levels

ranging from “no measures” to increasing stringency of emergency measures.1 To allow for

comparisons across outcomes, we collapse these variables into binary outcomes that indicate

whether a country had no emergency measures or some emergency measures in each week.2

Next, we explore the relationship between formal treaty derogations on four differ-

ent human rights and policy outcomes from V-Dem’s PanDem project (Edgell et al. 2020):

(1) whether pandemic-related emergency measures violated the ICCPR’s principle of non-

1Importantly, the Oxford Government Response Tracker measures the stringency or strictness of policy
enforcement, not the quality of policies, so the values do not necessarily reflect how well countries implemented
these emergency measures.

2Since values are not comparable across outcomes (e.g. some outcomes have five levels, some have three, and
categories do not represent similar concepts across the outcomes), dichotomizing the outcome allows us to better
compare changes in the probability of emergency measures across all outcomes.
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discrimination, (2) whether countries derogated from non-derogable ICCPR rights, (3) whether

emergency measures failed to state a time limit, and (4) whether state security forces violated

physical integrity rights while enforcing emergency measures. Similar to the Oxford data, each

of these outcomes is an ordered category measuring the severity of the outcomes, including

no, minor, moderate, and major violations. We do not collapse these variables into binary

indicators and instead work with them as ordered categories.

Explanatory variables

Key explanatory variable

We use a binary indicator of whether a state was under ICCPR derogation conditions

during a given week. We collected and coded this data from real time state action updates

recorded at the UN Treaty Collection (United Nations 2023). During the 15 months covered in

this project, there were 115 formal derogations submitted mentioning 8 specific ICCPR articles;

15 derogations made no reference to any specific article. Of the derogations that indicated

specific time limits, the average derogation duration was 41 days. We mark the start and end

date of each derogation so that each country-week observation indicates whether a state has

derogated.

Secondary explanatory variables

Several additional variables that are associated with and potentially confound both the

decision to derogate and the decision to enact specific policies or human rights-related actions.

To account for the severity of the pandemic in each country, we control for the count of new

COVID-19 cases and the count of new COVID-19 deaths, as well as the cumulative count of

cases and deaths.
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Since derogations signal that countries take their legal obligations seriously, we include

an indicator marking whether a country has ever derogated or taken other formal ICCPR post-

commitment actions, such as RUDs, prior to the pandemic. Some states new to derogations

introduced them during the COVID-19 pandemic (Comstock 2023). However, past treaty action

behavior may help explain entering derogations during this time. To examine this first step, we

code two binary variables: (1) past ICCPR derogation behavior before 2020 and (2) past ICCPR

post-commitment action behavior before 2020. This allows us to test for the first step of en-

gagement before analyzing any impact that COVID-19-era derogations had on different rights

practices. There were 36 states that submitted ICCPR derogations and 60 that submitted any

type of post-commitment action between 1966-2019. Finally, we include several annual mea-

sures of human rights, democracy, and civil society: V-Dem’s rule of law index, civil liberties

index, and core civil society index.

Modeling strategy

Since our data is structured as a balanced time series cross-sectional (TSCS) panel, we

model our outcomes with multilevel or hierarchical models, with country- or region-specific

random offsets for each intercept and a fixed time trend. For our emergency measures out-

comes (H1), there are 69 weekly observations nested within 139 countries. For our human

rights outcomes (H2), there are 5 quarterly observations. These observations are also measured

at a country level, but due to the slow moving nature of these PanDem human rights vari-

ables, there is not enough variation within countries to fit a model with country-level effects.

Since geography plays an important role in pandemic, emergency policy, and human rights

responses, we instead nest country-quarter observations within 6 WHO regions (see Appendix
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Table 1). Importantly, several of our variables move at different rates—some are measured

weekly, others quarterly, others annually, and others (like country name) are time-invariant.

One advantage of using multilevel models is that the model structure can flexibly handle these

different levels of variation (Singer and Willett 2003), incorporating both time-varying and

time-invariant predictors. For instance, the slow-moving annual V-Dem rule of law index ef-

fectively captures the overall level of a country’s respect for rule of law across each week- or

quarter-based observations, similar to a country-level fixed effect.

When working with binary outcomes like the declaration of general emergency mea-

sures or the violation of non-derogable rights, we use logistic regression models; when working

with ordered categorical outcomes like the degree of discriminatory policy or abusive enforce-

ment, we use ordered logistic regression models. Because the the panel data represents a com-

plete or apparent sample of all countries (Berk, Western, and Weiss 1995), we use a Bayesian

approach to model the probabilities of the various outcomes and better estimate the uncertainty

in the model parameters. We use weakly informative priors (Gelman et al. 2008) for all model

coefficients to keep estimates within realistic ranges and allow for reasonable uncertainty in

parameter estimates.

We include complete formal specifications and visualizations of all our models, likeli-

hoods, and priors in the appendix. Here we include two simplified model specifications to help

demonstrate the intuition behind these multilevel TSCS models. For binary outcomes in H1,

we use a logistic model with country-specific offsets and a weekly time trend (see Equation 1),
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while for ordered outcomes in H2, we use ordered logistic regression with region-specific

offsets and a quarterly time trend (see Equation 2).3

H1: Binary outcome 𝑖 across week 𝑡 within country 𝑗
Outcome𝑖𝑡𝑗 ∼ Bernoulli(𝜋𝑖𝑡𝑗 )

Distribution parameters
𝜋𝑖𝑡𝑗 = (𝛽0 + 𝑏0𝑗 ) + 𝛽1Derogation in effect𝑖𝑡+ Probability of outcome

𝛽2…𝑛−1 Other controls𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑛 Week number𝑖𝑡
𝑏0𝑗 ∼ 𝒩 (0, 𝜎0) Random country offsets

Priors
𝛽0…𝑛 ∼ Student t(𝜈 = 1, 𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 3) Population averages and coefficients
𝜎0 ∼ Cauchy(𝑥 = 0, 𝛾 = 1), lower bound = 0 Between-country variability

(1)

H2: Outcome level 𝑖 across quarter 𝑡 within region 𝑗
Outcome𝑖𝑡𝑗 ∼ Ordered logit(𝜙𝑖𝑡𝑗 , 𝛼𝑘)

Distribution parameters
𝜙𝑖𝑡𝑗 = (𝛽0 + 𝑏0𝑗 ) + 𝛽1Derogation in effect𝑖𝑡+ Cumulative probability of outcome

𝛽2…𝑛−1 Other controls𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑛 Quarter number𝑖𝑡
𝑏0𝑗 ∼ 𝒩 (0, 𝜎0) Random region offsets

Priors
𝛽0…𝑛 ∼ Student t(𝜈 = 1, 𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 3) Population averages and effects
𝜎0 ∼ Cauchy(𝑥 = 0, 𝛾 = 1), lower bound = 0 Between-region variability
𝛼𝑘 ∼ 𝒩 (0, 1) Boundaries between thresholds

(2)

Because these models provide coefficients on the logged odds scale, and because the

ordered logistic models require the incorporation of coefficients for each threshold to correctly

interpret, we do not discuss the results of the models using raw model estimates (though we

3In these formulas, we refer to all the 𝛽 coefficients as “population averages and coefficients.” The nomencla-
ture for these terms is inconsistent across disciplines, though, and they are also often referred to as “global effects”
or “fixed effects”. Broadly speaking, these 𝛽 terms represent the effects of each variable on the outcome across all
regions or countries and do not incorporate region- or country-specific differences.
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include complete results in Appendix Tables 3 and 5). Instead, we rely on probability-scale pre-

dictions and marginal effects whenever possible. To do so, we calculate conditional predicted

probabilities holding all explanatory variables at their typical values (median or mode), and

setting all region-specific random offsets (𝑏0𝑗 ) to 0, meaning that the predicted values refer to

the effect of derogations in a typical region. For logistic models, we estimate the probability of

having a specific policy or violating a specific human right; for ordered models, we estimate the

probability of each possible level of severity. To determine the average differences associated

with derogations, we calculate the contrast in predicted probabilities when derogation is set

to true vs. when it is set to false (e.g., in ordered logistic models we compare the probability of

major discrimination under derogation with the probability of major discrimination without

derogation). We use median values from our models’ posterior distributions as point estimates

and provide credible intervals using the 95% highest posterior density. For hypothesis testing,

we report the posterior probability that the between-level predicted differences are above or

below zero.

Analysis

Derogations and emergency policies

We first examine how derogating and non-derogating states implemented emergency

public health measures. Figure 2a shows the results of five logistic regression models as pre-

dicted probabilities of imposing specific emergency measures over the course of the first 15

months of the pandemic. Countries with a derogation in effect are more likely to have under-

took each policy, and the difference in probabilities between derogating and non-derogating

states is substantial (see Figure 2b for the percentage-point differences between the predictions
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for the two groups of states; see Appendix Table 1 for numeric values). This provides strong

support for both components of our first hypothesis—states that derogated were substantially

more likely to impose relevant emergency policies aimed at curtailing the spread of the virus

(H1a), while states that did not issue derogations were less likely to engage in similar policies

(H1b).

All countries were highly likely to cancel public events in March and April 2020, with

a greater than a 95% chance. Over time, countries that did not derogate became less likely to

cancel events, with the probability dropping to just above 90% in June 2021. Countries that

derogated, however, regularly canceled with a nearly 100% probability. The difference in pre-

dicted probabilities between the two types of countries ranged from 2–7 percentage points

(𝑝(Δ > 0) = 1) between March 2020 and June 2021. The differences in policy implementation

are starker for other types of emergency measures. Derogating states had a nearly 100% prob-

ability of imposing restrictions on gathering across all 15 months, while non-derogating states

ranged between 90% and 91%, representing a 9–10 percentage point difference (𝑝(Δ > 0) = 1).

Derogating states were also far more likely to close public transit, beginning with a 74% prob-

ability in March 2020 and ending in June 2021 with a 58% probability. Non-derogating states

followed a similar downward trend over time, but 23–25 percentage points lower than their

derogating counterparts (𝑝(Δ > 0) = 1). Derogating states were more likely to restrict move-

ment, with a nearly 100% probability, dropping to 55% by June 2021. Non-derogating states

began the pandemic with a predicted 66% probability of limiting movement, dropping to only

18% by June 2021, representing a 25–39 percentage point difference (𝑝(Δ > 0) = 1). The only

policy where there was no sizable difference between the two types of states is restrictions on
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international travel. Both derogating and non-derogating states had a nearly 100% probability

of limiting international movement across all 15 months.

These results show that countries implementing emergency measures seem to have

taken the time to follow international law and uphold their treaty obligations. International law

appears to not just be an empty commitment—states that derogated were more likely to keep

these emergency measures in place for longer and take their derogations seriously.

Derogations and human rights

Derogations have some protective effect against more bureaucratic forms of human

rights abuses and less against practical abuses (see Figure 3). There is no measurable difference

in the probability of violating non-derogable rights across derogating- and non-derogating-

countries across the entire sample. However, in first 15 months of the pandemic, derogating

countries were 4–5 percentage points more likely (𝑝(Δ > 0) = 0.82) to have no discriminatory

policies than those that did not derogate, though the difference disappears by June 2021. The

next most probable outcomes—minor and moderate levels of discriminatory policies—are

equally likely regardless of derogation status. Moreover, countries that derogate were slightly

less likely to not engage in abusive enforcement and instead turn to minor or moderate levels

of abusive enforcement, particularly in the early months of the pandemic. Minor and moderate

levels of excessive enforcement are each a few percentage points more likely for derogating

countries than for their non-derogating counterparts, though with substantial uncertainty.

The mechanisms behind this reversal—where countries that follow correct human rights

procedures end up enforcing emergency policies in a more abusive way—may be attributable

to principal-agent problems. While elites submit derogations and commit to complying with
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Figure 2: Predicted effects of imposing specific emergency public health measures over first 15
months of the COVID pandemic, split by whether states formally derogated from the ICCPR
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Figure 3: Predicted effects of imposing specific emergency public health measures over first 15
months of the COVID pandemic, split by whether states formally derogated from the ICCPR
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international law, they are not the actors who implement emergency measures. There may

be immense variation in states’ abilities to enforce these policies as intended, especially as it

relates to human rights. Lower-level officials such as those in the police, state security forces

and regional bureaucrats often enforce emergency measures. Unlike their principals (elites),

these agents neither have training in international law nor incentives to comply with deroga-

tions. Further, during high levels of stress and fear, decision-making is more likely to be driven

by agents who discounts principals’ (dis)incentives (Hoover Green 2016). These differences in

incentives and training between elites and local officials may explain the incidences of abusive

enforcement even when states submit derogations.

In contrast, the patterns in predicted probabilities of the adherence to time limit mea-

sures are influenced strongly by derogation status. For non-derogating countries, the two most

likely predicted outcomes are to have no issues with time limits (with a 66% probability) and to

have moderate issues with limits, or an absence of an end date for emergency measures (with

32–37% probability). The middle ground of only minor issues with time limits is exceptionally

unlikely. Countries that derogated, on the other hand, have a 86–89% probability of having no

issues with time limits throughout the 15 months, and only a 11–13% probability of moderate is-

sues. The derogation process requires that emergency measures be time-limited, and countries

that care about their treaty obligations appear to actually follow the time limits they establish.

Derogations therefore appear to help protect against limitless emergency measures and

somewhat against violations of non-derogable rights, but they do not appear to do much to

protect against actual observed human rights abuses like discriminatory policies and abusive

enforcement of those policies. We thus find strong support only for H2c—that derogating states

are less likely to impose measures with no time limits. We find no support for our hypothesis
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that derogating states will be less likely to violate non-derogable rights (H2b) and weak support

for our hypothesis that derogations protect against discriminatory policies (H2c). Derogations

might protect against severe violations of human rights, but they do not appear to influence the

overall implementation of emergency measures.

Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic raised concerns about human rights violations worldwide.

This research note examines state responses to their international human rights treaty obli-

gations, particularly the ICCPR, during the COVID-19 pandemic and any subsequent impact

on human rights violations and state repression. We focused specifically on the impact of

derogations—an international legal means to communicate to both the UN and the global

community that certain rights will be suspended during times of crisis. With the caveat that

our results are not causal—we have not attempted to use any formal strategy to identify an

unconfounded causal effect, and our findings are therefore descriptive—we find that there is

good news for compliance and derogations. Derogating states did not use this legal “escape

clause” opportunistically. Most derogations included time limitations, and there was not an

overall abuse of the derogation time to abuse, repress, and discriminate. Though most states

did not submit COVID-19 related derogations, the ones that did, used derogations as intended

by international law. Once the derogation ended, states readjusted to typical compliance once

more. States therefore complied with the intent of derogations and the purpose of the treaty.

This is an important finding for international legal behavior and compliance studies. Even in a

time of crisis, overall, states considered it important to follow through with the processes and

expectations of international human rights law bureaucracy.
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We suggest that future research examines different incentives facing state officials

during a crisis. There may be key differences in enforcement between local bureaucrats and

higher-level elites. While elites submit derogations and may be more cautious about interna-

tional law, local level enforcement may not be as concerned about international legal aspects

such as time limits and derogable vs. non-derogable rights. This distinction may explain some

variation in policy and discrimination practices during the pandemic. We also recommend that

future research analyze the impact of other factors that can mitigate the adverse impacts of

emergency measures. In the absence of adequate review from the international community

and treaty monitoring bodies during crises, certain domestic-level factors, such as a robust civil

society and media, may be necessary to mitigate the adverse effects of emergency measures.

Overall, we find that states used derogations as they were intended during the COVID-

19 pandemic and no large-scale misuse of the legal action took place to repress human rights.

It can be an important signal for states to submit derogations, both to international and do-

mestic communities, about intentions to mitigate the spread of disease through the temporary

suspension of human rights.
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